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Cereal field in Mallorca (8)
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A grain field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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20 June 2022, Spain, Sa Pobla: A wheat field in Mallorca stands in the sun. Spanish farmers are not anticipating supply problems, but a long period of rising prices due to inflation, war in Ukraine, weather and epidemics. Photo: Clara Margais/dpa
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